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ContaiN Your Nitrogen In The Soil
This year is one where you need to explore more options to stay ahead
of the game. The spring has condensed itself across the country, where
we’re normally a month ahead of corn and bean country, we’ve started
at the same time creating even greater shortages. When it’s go time, it’s
go time; that’s why we are recommending ContaiN this season to ensure you are stabilizing the nitrogen in the soil. AgXplore created ContaiN, a mixture of AgXplore’s proprietary product, N-Zone Max and an
NBPT; to provide growers with a double action stabilizer both above
and below ground.
The advantages of ContaiN include:
•

Increased nitrogen availability and uptake

•

Management of nitrogen during key growth stages

•

Superior volatility control

•

No detrimental effects on the soil

•

Easy to handle and apply

•

No planting restrictions

•

Flows from blending, to tender, to application equipment

ContaiN is extremely versatile in all crops and you can utilize this product in multiple application methods. It can be added into your current
fertilizer application as well as a top-dress to give it that extra push all
season long. ContaiN will give you a uniform application throughout
your field time after time. The key factor in ContaiN is the N-Zone Max
dual mode of action combined with the NBPT; giving you the stabilizer
from both nitrogen leaching and volatilization. The N-Zone Max will provide you with significant in ground nitrogen management, even if it rains
immediately after application, the NBPT’s on the other hand will not provide that response.
So this season, when it’s go time and every bushel counts; why not add
ContaiN to ensure you are giving your crop exactly what it needs at a
value price to push through everything mother nature will throw at us?
For more information about ContaiN or any other nitrogen stabilizer,
contact your agronomist with CHS Midwest Cooperative.
- Ben Minihan, CHS Midwest Cooperative Sales Agronomist
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The information provided above is written as a suggestion or observation as to what has been seen as successful; it is not
guaranteed to work with each individual's setup or operation. Any rates, products, or service recommendations are provided as a general suggestion and should be discussed with your agronomy, energy, or grain marketing expert before use
to ensure it fits your specific needs, geographic location, and operation.

